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[5 7] ABSTRACT 

A wire line core drilling apparatus comprising a tubu 
lar drill stem, an annular drill bit mounted at the for 
ward end of the drill stem and an inner core tube as 
sembly, the latter of which is provided with at least 
one latch dog for being lockable against longitudinal 
displacement relative to the drill stem and for being 
connectable to a retrieving device introduced in the 
drill stem. 

8 Claims, 4 Drawing Figures 
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WIRE LINE CORE DRILLING APPARATUS 
This invention relates to a wire line core drilling ap 

paratus having a retrievable inner core tube assembly. 
The main object of the invention is to provide a 

means for locking the inner core tube assembly relative 
to the drill stem without causing an undesirable reduc 
tion of the inner core tube diameter. 
Other objects and advantages of the invention will be 

apparent from the following detailed description and 
drawings in which FIG. 1a is a longitudinal section 
through a core drilling apparatus according to the in 
vention and shows the locking means of the inner core 
tube assembly in its transport position. FIG. lb shows 
the same apparatus having its inner core tube assembly 
locked in its core receiving position. FIG. 2 shows the 
forward end of the drilling apparatus shown in Figs. 1a 
and lb. FIG. 3 is a longitudinal section through a core 
drilling apparatus according to another embodiment of 
the invention being arranged in a core receiving posi 
tion. 

In FIGS. la, lb and 2 there is shown a wire line core 
drilling apparatus consisting of a multisectional tubular 
drill stem 1 which is provided with an annular drill bit 2 
at its forward end. The drill stem 1 is adapted for 
receiving an inner core tube assembly which comprises 
an inner core tube 3, an intermediate piece 4 and a 
housing 5. The intermediate piece 4 comprises a swivel 
which allows the inner core tube to rotate relative to 
the housing 5. In the housing 5, one or preferably two 
identical latch dogs 6 are pivotably mounted on a stub 
axle 7. One of these latch dogs are reversed relative to 
the other. The latch dogs 6 are pivotable between an 
inner core tube assembly locking position (see FIG. lb) 
and a transport position (see FIG. la). In the latter 
position the latch dogs are cooperating with a retriev 
ing device 8 by means of which the inner core tube as 
sembly is manouverable within the drill stem 1. 

For these purposes the latch dogs 6 are provided with 
two arms 9 and 10 which extend backward from the 
stub axle 7. One of these arms 9 constitutes a locking 
heel provided for cooperation with a first shoulder 11 
at the drill stem inner wall so as to lock the inner core 
tube assembly against backward displacement. The 
other arm 10 on each latch dog 6 constitutes a gripping 
jaw and is provided with a hook 12 at its free end, 
which gripping jaw is intended to cooperate with a 
coupling means 13 of a retrieving device 8. This 
coupling means 13 consists of a rod having a spear at its 
forward end. The coupling means is connectable to the 
inner core tube assembly by introduction of the spear 
between the gripping jaws and by being caught thereof. 
Moreover, the retrieving device 8 is provided with an 
axially shiftable releasing sleeve 14. In order to release 
the latch dogs 6 from the coupling device 13 the releas 
ing sleeve 14 is shifted towards the spear so as to press 
apart the arms 10 of the latch dogs 6, making it possible 
for the coupling means 13 to be withdrawn. 

Furthermore, the latch dogs 6 are provided with for 
ward extending arms 15 which are arranged to 
cooperate with a second shoulder 17 on the drill stem 
inner wall to lock the inner core tube assembly against 
forward movement relative to the drill stem. The arms 
15 are also arranged to be acted upon by aspring 16 for 
biasing the latch dogs toward an inner core tube as 
sembly locking position. 
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2 
Thus, the axial locking of the inner core tube as 

sembly with the drill stem 1 is obtained by cooperation 
of the latch dogs 6 of the inner core tube and the two 
shoulders 11 and 17 on the drill stem inner wall. The 
shoulders are constituted by annular grooves in the drill 
stem inner wall and do not cause any reduction of the 
inner core tube diameter. As the latch dogs 6 are 
reversed relative to each other they will cooperate with 
the shoulders on the drill stern inner wall in diametri 
cally opposite points whereby a symmetric and proper 
locking is obtained. 
The inner core tube assembly 3 is introduced in the 

drill stem 1 by means of the retrieving device 8 and is 
connected to the latter by means of the latch dogs 6. 
When the inner core tube assembly has reached its 
proper drilling and core receiving position it is released 
from the retrieving device by means of the releasing 
sleeve 14. Thereupon, the arms 9 and 10 are brought 
into cooperation with the shoulders 11 and 17 on the 
drill stern by means of the spring 16. Now, the inner 
core tube assembly is locked against axial movement 
and core drilling can be performed. 
When the inner core tube 3 is ?lled with a core the 

drilling is interrupted. The retrieving device 8 is re-in 
troduced in the drill stem 1 and is brought into 
cooperation with the latch dogs 6. Hereby, the spear 
presses the gripping jaws of the latch dogs 6 aside so 
that the arms 9 and 15 are moved inward breaking their 
cooperation with the shoulders 11 and 17. At further 
downward movement of the retrieving device 8 the 
gripping jaws catch the spear. The inner core tube as 
sembly has now been released from the drill stem 1 and 
has simultaneously been interconnected with the 
retrieving device 8 and may now be withdrawn from 
the drill stem. 
The core drilling apparatus shown in FIG. 3 is pro 

vided with two latch dogs of a modified type which are 
identical but reversed mounted relative to each other 
on a transverse stub axle 107. These latch dogs 106 ex 
tend rearward from the stub axle 107 and at their free 
ends 110 they are provided with gripping jaws 1 10, pro 
vided with hooks 112. These gripping jaws are adapted 
for cooperation with a coupling means 113 of a retriev 
ing device 108. 
Moreover, the latch dogs 106 are provided with 

locking heels 120 which are arranged to cooperate with 
a ?rst shoulder 111 on the drill stem inner wall to lock 
the inner core tube assembly against backward move 
ment as the inner core tube is in its core receiving posi 
tion. The latch dogs are also provided with forward ex 
tending arms 115 which are arranged to cooperate with 
a second shoulder 117 on the drill stem inner wall to 
lock the inner core tube assembly against forward 
movement relative to drill stem. The arms 115 are also 
arranged to be acted upon by a spring 116 for biasing 
the latch dogs toward the inner core tube assembly 
locking positions. 
The coupling means 1 13 of the retrieving device 108 

consists of a tubular sleeve provided with an internal 
annular shoulder at its forward end. The retrieving 
device 108 is arranged to be connected to the inner 
core tube assembly by shifting the coupling sleeve 1 l3 
forward over the ends of the latch dogs 106 whereby 
the hooks 112 seize the shoulder of the coupling means 
113. Moreover, the retrieving device is provided with 
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an axially shiftable releasing sleeve 114 which is ar 
ranged to be shifted forward toward the annular 
shoulder so as to press the gripping jaws together and 
release the latch dogs 106 from the coupling means 
1 l 3. 
The retrieving device 108 can now be withdrawn 

from the drill stem. 
The invention is not limited to the shown and 

described embodiments but can be freely varied within 
the scope of the following claims. 
What we claim is 
l. A wire line core drilling apparatus comprising: 
a tubular drill stern having a forward facing and a 
backward facing shoulder on the inner wall 
thereof; 

an annular drill bit mounted at the forward end of the 
drill stem; 

an inner core tube assembly; and 
connecting means for selectively connecting said 

inner core tube assembly to a retrieving device and 
for selectively locking said inner core tube as 
sembly relative to the drill stern, said connecting 
means including at least one latch dog pivotably 
mounted on a transverse stub axle, said latch dog 
having a ?rst locking portion for cooperation with 
said forward facing shoulder on the drill stem inner 
wall for preventing backward displacement of the 
inner core tube assembly relative to the drill stem, 
a second locking portion for cooperation with said 
backward facing shoulder on the drill stem inner 
wall for preventing forward displacement of the 
inner core tube assembly relative to the drill stem, 
said first and second locking portions being 
disposed at opposite sides of said stub axle, and a 
gripping jaw for cooperation with a coupling 
means on a retrieving device, by means of which 
the inner core tube assembly is manouverable 
within the drill stem. 

2. A core drilling apparatus according to claim 1 in 
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4 
cluding two latch dogs which are identical but reversed 
mounted relative to each other on the stub axle, said 
latch dogs being arranged so as to cooperate with the 
shoulders of the drill stem at diametrically opposite 
points. 

3. A core drilling apparatus according to claim 1 
wherein said at least one latch dog is biased toward 
inner dogs being arranged so as to cooperate with the 
shoulders of the drill stem at diametrically opposite 
points. 

4. A core drilling apparatus according to claim 3 in 
cluding two latch dogs which are identical but reversed 
mounted relative to each other on the stub axle, said 
latch dogs being arranged so as to cooperate with the 
shoulders of the drill stem at diametrically opposite 
points. 

5. A core drilling apparatus according to claim I 
wherein said at least one latch dog has two rearwardly 
extending arms one of which comprises said first 
locking portion and the other of which comprises said 
srippinsjaw 

6. A core drilling apparatus according to claim 5 in 
cluding two latch dogs which are identical but reversed 
mounted relative to each other on the stub axle, said 
latch core tube assembly locking positions, the latch 

9am‘:essamsssttsdssskas as; t : 
drill stem when said retrieving device is brought into 
cooperation with the gripping jaws. 

7. A core drilling apparatus according to claim 1 
further comprising said retrieving device and wherein 
said retrieving device coupling means includes a rod 
having a spear-shaped forward end selectively engaga 
ble with said gripping jaw of said at least one latch dog. 

8. A core drilling apparatus according to claim 7 
wherein said retrieving device coupling means further 
includes an axially shiftable sleeve mounted over said 
rod for selectively engaging said at least one latch dog 
to disengage said rod from said at least one latch dog. 
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